
Inspiring people through content that matters!



profound experience in online marketing

Ekaterina Popova - Your Influencer Marketing Expert



Influencer marketing focuses on collaborating with 
influencers to drive your brand’s message to your 
potential or current customers.

Rather than marketing directly to your consumers, you 
can instead inspire or hire content creators to spread the 
word for you. Influencer marketing aims to build an 
experience and emotional connection between a brand 
and their target customers. Depending on the brand's 
marketing goals, different influencers, content channels 
and strategies can be employed.



An influencer is not necessarily someone with a large social 

media following. The act of influencing requires a specific 

result: a change in thinking or behavior. An influencer, 

therefore, is someone who has the power to affect the 

perception of others or inspire them to take action. Influencers 

are people who’ve spent time building their own brand 
online and cultivating their audience.Texts, images and 

videos posted by influencers tend to feel more like 

recommendations from a friend.

●
●
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Is influencer marketing an important 
and worthwhile strategy?

Absolutely! It is powerful, and if done correctly,  can have 
an incredible ROI and build relationship-based 
communications that deliver tremendous business 
success and growth. Brands tend to consult influencer 
marketing experts early in the campaign planning 
process. When an influencer marketing agency gets 
involved, the results lead to more effective and 
memorable campaigns through their existing 
relationships and by using structured strategies and 
proven tactics.



ATL approach is done at macro level targeting mass audience using 

media such as TV, radio, newspapers, magazines, etc. It is used for brand 

awareness and thus it’s difficult to measure.

BTL approach is done at micro level through direct mailing, distribution 

of brochures, PR, telemarketing, etc. It is used to build loyal relationships 

and repeat sales and can be measurable in terms of sales and feedback.

Traditional marketing and advertising is not working as well as it 
used to (look at Adobe Study). 

Consumers today have evolved in a lot of ways. While they were once 

enticed by television ads and billboards, now it’s influencers they look up 

to.



Influencers shape opinions and purchase decisions. They have a way to connect with today’s consumers more 

effectively. Influencer marketing could take the place of traditional marketing, and here is why:

● Influencer Marketing is much cheaper compared to paying insane numbers for television or other forms of 

advertisements. 

● Influencers cannot be blocked by ad blockers.

● Consumers trust influencers more. A study by Forrester concluded that consumers are way more likely to 

trust their friends and family than to trust the brands themselves.



Influencers shape opinions and purchase decisions. They have a way to connect with today’s consumers more 

effectively. Influencer marketing could take the place of traditional marketing, and here is why:

● Influencer marketing is more focused. It is targeted at a particular demographic. 

● Influencer marketing has a better ROI. According to the studies, influencer marketing brings 11 times 

higher ROI than other prevalent digital marketing channels.

● Influencer marketing is more versatile. There is so much creativity in the posts of influencers, which doesn’t 

let boredom creep in for your audience.



Finnish Ski Resorts Association

I was in charge of inviting top travel bloggers and journalists from Russia to 
build a strong brand for Finland as a great destination for winter holidays. 

Over 3 years, I organised and participated in 6 media tours to Finnish Ski 
Resorts and worked with over 20 bloggers and journalists.

Collaboration Example:

You can find the articles Sergey Anashkevich shared about FInland in 
winder using this link:  
https://aquatek-filips.livejournal.com/tag/%D0%A4%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%
BB%D1%8F%D0%BD%D0%B4%D0%B8%D1%8F

Altogether, he shared 30 articles and 50+ posts on Instagram. The article 
on the left got 464 comments! 

https://aquatek-filips.livejournal.com/tag/%D0%A4%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%BB%D1%8F%D0%BD%D0%B4%D0%B8%D1%8F
https://aquatek-filips.livejournal.com/tag/%D0%A4%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%BB%D1%8F%D0%BD%D0%B4%D0%B8%D1%8F


Finnish Ski Resorts Association

Other examples: publications in one of the top ski online mazagine and #1 
travel online portal (by the way, this is a picture of me at the activity park).



Finnish Ski Resorts Association

Other examples: Instagram posts (all images were send to the association 
for further commercial use).



Finnish Ski Resorts Association

Other examples: another article about Ruka Ski Resort in a print 
publication about winter sports.

Examples of visual content for commercial use: 
https://fotomm.livejournal.com/183773.html?fbclid=IwAR1Si8wF5kWZ

yfhE6kXxmuQnCViJylNCjPR9d--_30NpJjmSAHhkIFWsF40

https://fotomm.livejournal.com/183773.html?fbclid=IwAR1Si8wF5kWZyfhE6kXxmuQnCViJylNCjPR9d--_30NpJjmSAHhkIFWsF40
https://fotomm.livejournal.com/183773.html?fbclid=IwAR1Si8wF5kWZyfhE6kXxmuQnCViJylNCjPR9d--_30NpJjmSAHhkIFWsF40


Online Store of Scandinavian Products

I was in charge of collaborations with beauty and lifestyle bloggers 
from Russia to build brand awareness of a brand-new online store. 

Over 2 months, I organised 4 collaborations which had a great 
success.

Collaboration Example 1:

View video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7G77RiHZ-w8&

9,109 views and 195 likes. 

Collaboration Example 2:

View video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GH2IIHBQrCg

26,094 views and 663 likes. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7G77RiHZ-w8&
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GH2IIHBQrCg


Italian Cafe in Fulham: Wine Tasting for Bloggers 

The idea behind our event

Back in August, Gianluca Valencic, the owner of Gianluca’s, asked me to 
help him with organising a cool event for local influencers. The idea was 
to gather together London foodies who share our passion for organic 
wines and delicious food. We wanted to create an atmosphere where 
influencers and organisers can feel relaxed and enjoy a great food and 
drinks experience. We also wanted to educate guests about natural 
wines and how to choose the right pairings for different wines, and this 
idea was fully executed!



Italian Cafe in Fulham: Wine Tasting for Bloggers 

Reading our guests’ reviews of our event put a huge smile on my face. Everyone was amazed by our 

wines, food and, most importantly, hospitality, and it makes us very happy. Let me share a few of 

them with you!

“I have to say I was lucky enough to enjoy one of my favourite London food and drink experiences 

ever this week organised by @inspohub.io 🙌🏻 I visited @gianlucascoffee which was definitely not on 

my radar until now. We were presented with a rolling menu of gorgeous natural wines from various 

regions of Italy alongside delicious food pairings – big thanks to fantastic hosts from the owner 

himself, Gianluca & Michele from @haywinesuk I can safely say I’ll be going back there as soon as I 

can, the food and drink standard is so high 👌🏻 [made with all Italian ingredients of course]!”

“To all my West London girls and boys. Yesterday I had the pleasure of attending a ‘Natural wines and 

finger food pairing’ organized by @inspohub.io and hosted by @gianlucascoffee and @haywinesuk 

which ended with this fabulous cocktail americano🍷I love being introduced to new places that I 

may not have discovered on my own and this spot now has a place in my heart. Gianluca and 

Michele were so passionate about sharing their knowledge on food and wine which made us 

appreciate the pairing so much more (and it was delicious). Thank you for teaching me something 

new – full blog to come soon. Love, Juti x “

I, personally, believe that this event was a huge success. I look forward to arranging more events like 

this in the future to gather like-minded people who love food and good company as much as we do!



Italian Cafe in Fulham: Collaborations with Bloggers 

Before the cafe was sold to a new owner, I was in charge of social media and influencer marketing. Below you can see examples of Instagram 
posts shared by our ambassadors. 



Italian Cafe in Fulham: Collaborations with Bloggers 

Before the cafe was sold to a new owner, I was in charge of social media and influencer marketing. Below you can see examples of Instagram 
posts shared by our ambassadors. 



Vegan, dairy-free and gluten-free meal replacement: Collaborations with Bloggers 

I was in charge of testing an influencer marketing campaign for Saturo Foods in Finland and the UK. Below you can see some examples of 
Instagram posts shared by our ambassadors. 



Ekaterina was involved in the product launch of a new Steam 
Rice Cooker in London, where she made connections with quite 
a few Chinese influencers and got to know people from 
Nouvelles d'Europe UK Edition, the most influential Chinese 
news organisation in continental Europe and the UK.

Product Launch

Influencers from Japan, Malaysia, Vietnam 
and Philippines 

Ekaterina has been involved in looking for influencers from 
APAC countries for automotive, retail and tourism businesses.  



Ekaterina can help brands and influencers of different scale create collaborations which help each party to 

grow. She matches the needs of both brands and influencers, and together they create content that 

matters.

Ekaterina can create campaigns that will help you achieve better results together with inspiring and 

unique content of different formats. She can help with: 

● strategic planning based on the goals of the client company,

● finding and approaching niche influencers, 

● negotiating terms and setting up contracts,

● running high-volume campaigns,

● reviewing KPIs and tracking campaign outcomes.

Influencers can raise awareness and create interest towards your brand in personal and creative ways. As 

a result, we will create high-quality content that matters and inspires people to act.





Ekaterina gives an assurance that all work will be 
delivered as agreed, without nasty surprises. We deliver:

- on point
- on time 
- on message.

Her clients who come from the hospitality, sports, retail, 
healthcare, food and drink, travel and tourism, 
recruitment and consultancy sectors have already 
benefited from full-circle marketing solutions provided 
by Ekaterina. 

Ekaterina is always on hand to help and answer 
questions from your team.

WORD 



Contact us if you are interested in utilising influencer marketing for 
your business with Ekaterina!

ekaterina.popova@inspohub.io

FACEBOOK INSTAGRAM LINKEDIN

mailto:ekaterina.popova@inspohub.io
https://www.facebook.com/inspohub.io/
https://www.instagram.com/inspohub.io/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/inspohub/

